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Tiny Mortals VR is a physics-based multiplayer VR game that puts you in the role of a god tasked with defending your people's castle. Defend against endless waves of enemies ranging, from tiny stick men to mighty ogres and fierce dragons! Tiny Mortals - FREE GAME - VR Games About Tiny Mortals: Tiny Mortals is an award-winning VR game that puts you
in the role of a god tasked with defending your people's castle! Defend against endless waves of enemies ranging, from tiny stick men to mighty ogres and fierce dragons! Pick up your sword and take out your aggression on these tiny mortals who dare approach your domain! Key features include: Endless waves of increasing difficulty as well as custom

waves including zombie swarms! Collision physics allowing you to pick up and kill your enemies in whatever creative way you can think of, throw them at each other, pick them up by their feet and bash them on the ground, send them on a quick flight to the other side of the world the choice is yours! Various weapons to slice, bash, launch, and dismember!
Upgrade your castle and the surrounding area to make killing your enemies more fun or rewarding, as well as allow new abilities or options to make your enemies pay! Unleash magic to kill enemies or convert them into mighty champions to help you repel the invasion! Assign your own people to repair your castle, worship you to allow stronger magic or
defend your castle with a bow! About Tiny Mortals: Tiny Mortals is an award-winning VR game that puts you in the role of a god tasked with defending your people's castle! Defend against endless waves of enemies ranging, from tiny stick men to mighty ogres and fierce dragons! Pick up your sword and take out your aggression on these tiny mortals who

dare approach your domain! VRFruit - Giant Fruit - FREE GAME - Arcade Games About VRFruit: Do you like fruit? VRFruit is a free game where you can play as a fruit that has the size and strength of an elephant! Take down the nasty monsters that attack your precious fruit while you explore the other side of the planet, looking for other delicious food to eat!
Key features include: Intuitive controls, just use your thumbs to control your fruit's movements! Use your giant fruit to smash through objects or use your fruit to jump over enemies! Power up your fruit

Features Key:
Victory mode

Battle with all of the characters of the game
A highly multiplayer game

Dear players! In order to improve your gaming experience on our site, we have developed a few minor enhancements to the search system. If you find there are obsolete games please write to us. We will solve the problem as soon as possible. Thank you for playing!
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